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Performance-based Standards (PbS)
 Quarterly Report of Critical Trends
For the Period January 2021 -  March 2021
Report Date: June 25, 2021
Information in this report is based on information collected from agency submitted event reports and are based on 
Performance-based Standards (PbS) category definitions. Data may have been extracted both from hard copy and electronic 
event report documents into the PbS internal database.
Note: Identified incidents are not mutually exclusive and may relate to or are part of the same reported event. For example, a 
single reported event can have several occurrences that may include multiple categories such as an assault, fight, contraband, 
disturbances, etc. 
Refer to the glossary of critical PbS terminology for additional information.
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NOTE:  
Refer to the glossary of critical PbS terminology for additional information 
relating to this report.
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BRRC Youth on Youth Assault BRRC Assault on Youth by Staff BRRC Staff Assaulted by Youth
BRRC Contraband BRRC Fight BRRC Inappropriate Sexual Behavior





















Accident Youth on Youth Assault by Staff Restraints Recreation Injury Self Injury











BRRC Use of Restraints
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CEC Youth on Youth Assault CEC Assault on Youth by Staff CEC Staff Assaulted by Youth
CEC Contraband CEC Fight CEC Inappropriate Sexual Behavior
















Accident Youth on Youth Assault by Staff Restraints Recreation Injury Self Injury














CEC Use of Restraints
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JDC Youth on Youth Assault JDC Assault on Youth by Staff JDC Staff Assaulted by Youth
JDC Contraband JDC Fight JDC Inappropriate Sexual Behavior
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JDC Use of Restraints
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MEC Youth on Youth Assault MEC Assault on Youth by Staff MEC Staff Assaulted by Youth
MEC Contraband MEC Fight MEC Inappropriate Sexual Behavior
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MEC Use of Restraints
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UEC Youth on Youth Assault UEC Assault on Youth by Staff UEC Staff Assaulted by Youth
UEC Contraband UEC Fight UEC Inappropriate Sexual Behavior
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UEC Use of Restraints
UEC Mechanical Restraints UEC Physical Restraints
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